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Abstract: We study all tree-level split helicity gluon amplitudes by using the recently
proposed BCFW recursion relation and Hodges diagrams in ambitwistor space. We pick
out the contributing diagrams and find that all of them can be divided into triangles in a
suitable way. We give the explicit expressions for all of these amplitudes. As an example,
we reproduce the six gluon split NMHV amplitudes in momentum space.
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1. Introduction
There are a lot of hidden elegant structures in tree-level amplitudes in Yang-Mills theory.
These structures cannot be seen from the standard Feynman rules directly. One typical
example is the Parke-Taylor formula for the MHV amplitudes [1] which was later proved in
[2]. In 2003, by transforming the amplitudes into twistor space, Witten found a beautiful
explanation of the simplicity of these amplitudes[3]. He furthermore proposed a dual topo-
logical B model in super twistor space CP3|4 to calculate the tree-level amplitudes. Being
different from the usual strong-weak duality in AdS/CFT correspondence, his proposal is
a kind of weak-weak duality. Moreover, the study of this twistor string theory inspired the
development of a new computation formalism - MHV diagrams [4] (also known as CSW
rules) in which off-shell continuations of MHV amplitudes is used as vertices to build up
the diagrams. Later on an on-shell recursion relation was proposed in [5, 6]. This so-called
BCFW recursion relation is a very powerful computation tool at tree level. Last year,
all tree-level amplitudes in N = 4 super Yang-Mills theory and N = 8 supergravity were
computed in [7] and [8] by using the maximal supersymmetric version [9, 10] of BCFW
relation.
Recently, it was revealed that there were more surprises in the amplitudes of (super-
)Yang-Mills and (super-)gravity in (ambi)-twistor space[11, 12]. Especially, in [12] it was
shown that all tree amplitudes could be combined into an “S-matrix” scattering functional
in twistor space. The on-shell (super-)BCFW relation in ambitwistor space (using both
twistor and dual twistor) plays an essential role in their study. In the (ambi-)twistor
space, the relation turns out to be simpler and more elegant. In [12], a diagrammatic
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representation was also given for this recursion relation. Using the BCFW formula, the
multiparticle amplitudes could be represented by a set of diagrammatic rule, which actually
gave a concrete realization of Penrose’s “twistor diagram program” [13, 14]. In fact, the
twistor diagram formalism in [12] is a refined version of the formalism developed by Hodges
in [15, 16, 17]. It turns out that considering amplitudes in (ambi-)twistor space could not
only make the computation much easier but also uncover the underlying structure in Yang-
Mills theory.
Among all of the tree-level gluon (partial) amplitudes, the class of split helicity ampli-
tudes is of particular interest. In these amplitudes, the gluons with the same helicity are
put together. The amplitudes in this class are closed under the original BCFW recursion
relations for gluon amplitudes [5]. These amplitudes have been computed in momentum
space [18] by solving these recursion relations. In [19], it has been shown that they are
also dual conformal covariant. In this paper, we will study these amplitudes in ambitwistor
space.
The main tools we will use are the BCFW relation and the Hodges diagrams developed
in [12]. One of the key points in our computation is the following: due to the Grassman
integration used to pick out the gluon amplitude from the superamplitudes, many Hodges
diagrams do not really contribute so that they could be thrown away. This idea simplifies
the computation significantly. By investigating some simple examples, we come to the
conclusion that each of the remaining Hodges diagram can be divided into triangles in
a suitable way. These triangles are naturally combined into some domains. Besides the
MHV (MHV ) domains discussed in [20, 21], there is another new kind of domains which
we name as “type II” domains. One of the differences between these two kinds of domains
is the helicities of the external gluon of the domains. Using these domains, we can write
down all of the expressions for the split helicity amplitudes. We also check that our result
reproduce the six gluon split helicity next-to-MHV (NMHV) amplitude.
In the next section of this paper, we will give a brief introduction to the BCFW
recursion relation in ambitwistor space and the Hodges diagrams in [12]. We will study
the split helicity amplitudes in section 3. After some general discussions in subsection 3.1,
we will first study split MHV amplitudes in subsection 3.2. We then study two examples
with few external gluons in subsection 3.3. We give our general results for split helicity
amplitudes in subsection 3.4. In section 4, we show that we reproduce the six-gluon split
helicity NMHV amplitudes in momentum space. The final section is devoted to conclusion
and discussions.
2. BCFW recursion relation in ambitwistor space
The on-shell momentum of external gluon pµ can be expressed in terms of two spinors
λα, λ˜α˙ as follows:
pµσ
µ
αa˙ = λαλ˜a˙. (2.1)
Since we compute the amplitudes in the space with (2, 2) signature, λ and λ˜ are independent
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real spinors. For a function f of λ, λ˜, we can freely transform it into twistor space:
f(W ) =
∫
d2λ exp[iµ˜αλα]f(λ, λ˜), WA = (µ˜, λ˜) (2.2)
or into dual twistor space:
f(Z) =
∫
d2λ˜ exp[iµα˙λ˜α˙]f(λ, λ˜), Z
A = (λ, µ). (2.3)
The following combinations appear almost everywhere in the amplitudes in ambitwistor
space:
W · Z ≡ µ˜λ− µλ˜, WiIWj ≡ [λ˜i, λ˜j], ZiIZj ≡ 〈λi, λj〉, (2.4)
where IAB and IAB are “infinity twistors”.
In N = 4 super Yang-Mills theory, all states in the vector multiplet can be obtained by
the supersymmetry transformation acting on the gluon with helicity −1 (or +1). Using this
fact we can introduce a on-shell superspace [22, 23, 24, 9, 10] with Grassman coordinates
ηI (or η˜I), I = 1, · · · , 4. The gluon with helicity −1 (or +1) is related to the state in the
superspace with η = 0 (η˜ = 0). Thus we can lift the amplitudes in momentum space to
a superamplitudes, M(λ, λ˜, η) (or M(λ, λ˜, η˜)). After performing the expansion of ηi, the
term with no ηi’s gives the amplitudes with the i-th particle being gluon with helicity −1,
while the coefficient of η4i gives the amplitudes with the i-th particle being gluons with
helicity +1. The amplitudes with the particles being gluinos or scalars come from the
terms with other products of ηi’s. We have a similar result for the expansion of η˜i. Notice
that for each particle, we can choose either η or η˜ but not both.
We choose η˜ in the twistor space and combine it with W into a supertwistor:
W = (WA, η˜
I). (2.5)
Similarly for the dual twistor, we have
Z = (ZA, ηI). (2.6)
Now the superamplitudes are the functions of Wi’s and Zj’s. And similarly in the super-
amplitudes we always have the following combinations:
W · Z =W · Z + η · η˜, WiIWj =WiIWj, ZiIZj =WiIZj. (2.7)
If we chooseWi (Zi) for the i-th external particle, the amplitudesM be with weight 2hi−2
(−2hi − 2) under the scaling transformation Wi → tWi (Zi → tZi) [12].
In this paper we will compute the amplitudes using the BCFW relation in super-
ambitwistor space [12]:
M(Wi,Zj) =
∑
L,R
∫
[D3|4WPD
3|4ZP ]Wi,ZjML(Wi;WP )MR(Zj ;ZP ). (2.8)
Here the projective measure is defined as:
[D3|4WPD
3|4ZP ]Wi,Zj = D
3|4WPD
3|4ZP sgn(Wi · Zj)sgn(WP · ZP )
× sgn(WiIWP )sgn(ZP IZj) (2.9)
– 3 –
Figure 1: Hodges diagram for the BCFW relations.
Figure 2: Some ingredients in Hodges diagrams.
The projective measure can be de-projectivized as:
M(Wi,Zj) =
∑
L,R
∫
d4|4Wd4|4Zsgn(Wi · Zj)sgn(W · Z) exp[iWiIW]
exp[iZIZj ]ML(Wi,W)MR(Zj ,Z). (2.10)
In [12], the above relation is presented using Hodges diagram as in Fig. 1. Some ingredients
in Hodges diagrams are listed in Fig. 2. Notice that we add an arrow to the dash line
comparing with [12] since sgn(WiIWj) is anti-symmetric. We also add an arrow to the
wavy line. The reason is that, as discussed in [12], the factor exp[iZ · W] usually appears
with integration over Z or W to represent a super-twistor transformation (a super-Fourier
transformation). We use the arrow toward Z (or W) to represent integration over Z (or
W). We find that this is quite useful to make things clear in the complicated diagrams we
will meet later.
3. Computations of split helicity amplitudes in ambitwistor space
3.1 General discussions on split helicity amplitudes
Now we begin our study of the split helicity amplitudeM(1,+; · · · , q,+; (q+1),−; · · · , n,−)
in ambitwistor space. We first make the following choice betweenW and Z for the external
gluons:
M(W1,+; · · · ,Wq,+;Zq+1,−; · · · , Zn,−), (3.1)
since with this choice the amplitudes have weight zero with respect to independent rescal-
ings of each W or Z. Notice that at tree level, the pure gluonic amplitudes in pure
Yang-Mills theory are the same as the ones in N = 4 super Yang-Mills theory. Now we
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lift these amplitudes to the super-amplitudes M(W1, · · · ,Wq,Zq+1, · · · ,Zn). The split he-
licity gluonic amplitudes can be obtained from the super-amplitudes through the following
Grassman integral:
M(W1,+; · · · ,Wq,+;Zq+1,−; · · · , Zn,−) =
∫
d4η˜1 · · · d
4η˜qd
4ηq+1 · · · d
4ηn
q∏
j=1
(η˜j)
4
n∏
j=q+1
(ηj)
4M(W1, · · · ,Wq,Zq+1, · · · ,Zn). (3.2)
To compute the split helicity amplitudes, we do not need to completely compute the
superamplitudes. Instead we pick out the Hodges diagrams contributing to these special
gluonic amplitudes, by doing Grassman integrals. This play a very crucial role in our
computations.
For the superamplitudes M(W1, · · · ,Wq,Zq+1, · · · ,Zn), choosing i and j in eq. (2.8)
to be 1 and n respectively, the BCFW relation now becomes:
M(W1, · · · ,Wq,Zq+1, · · · ,Zn) =
∫
[D3|4WPD
3|4ZP ]W1,Zn
(
q∑
i=2
ML(W1, · · · ,Wi,WP )MR(ZP ,Wi+1, · · · ,Wq,Zq+1, · · · ,Zn)
+
n−2∑
i=q+1
ML(W1, · · · ,Wq,Zq+1 · · · ,Zi,WP )MR(ZP ,Zi+1, · · · ,Zn)). (3.3)
Using eq. (3.2) and eq. (3.3), we get:
M(W1,+; · · · ,Wq,+;Zq+1,−; · · · , Zn,−) =
∫
d4η˜1d
4ηn(η˜1)
4(ηn)
4
∫
[D3|4WPD
3|4ZP ]W1,Zn

 q∑
i=2
∫ i∏
j=2
d4η˜j(η˜j)
4ML(W1, · · · ,Wi,WP )
∫ q∏
j=i+1
d4η˜j(η˜j)
4
n−1∏
j=q+1
d4ηj(ηj)
4MR(ZP ,Wi+1, · · · ,Wq,Zq+1, · · · ,Zn)
+
n−2∑
i=q+1
∫ q∏
j=2
d4η˜j(η˜j)
4
i∏
j=q+1
d4ηjη
4
jML(W1, · · · ,Wq,Zq+1, · · · ,Zi,WP )
∫ n−1∏
j=i+1
d4ηjη
4
jMR(ZP ,Zi+1, · · · ,Zn)

 . (3.4)
Since we want to use these Grassman integrals to pick out the needed Hodges diagrams,
we also need to deal with the integration over η˜1 and ηn
1. To do this, let us consider the
more general integral:∫
d4η˜1d
4ηnη˜
4
1η
4
n
∫
[D3|4WPD
3|4ZP ]W1,ZnF (WP ,ZP ), (3.5)
1This needs to be done separately since the measure in the projective twistor spaces depends on W1,Zn.
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where F (W,Z) is a function of weight zero. As before, we can de-projectivize the projective
measure: ∫
d4η˜1d
4ηnη˜
4
1η
4
n
∫
[D3|4WPD
3|4ZP ]W1,ZnF (WP ,ZP )
=
∫
d4η˜1d
4ηnη˜
4
1η
4
n
∫
D4|4WD4|4Zsgn(W1 · Zn)
sgn(W · Z) exp(iW1IW) exp(iZIZn)F (W,Z). (3.6)
By using
sgn(x) =
∫
da
a
exp(iax), (3.7)
we get ∫
d4η˜1d
4ηnη˜
4
1η
4
n
∫
[D3|4WPD
3|4ZP ]W1,ZnF (WP ,ZP )
=
∫
D4|4WD4|4Z(sgn(W1 · Zn)sgn(W · Z) exp(iW1IW) exp(iZIZn)
F (W,Z))|W1→W1,Zn→Zn . (3.8)
So in eq. (3.3), performing the integration:∫
d4η˜1d
4ηnη˜
4
1η
4
n (3.9)
is just performing the replacement:
W1 →W1,Zn → Zn (3.10)
as usual, and the projective measure will not affect this.
Now consider ML in the first sum in eq. (3.3), it appears in the following way:
∫ i∏
j=2
d4η˜j η˜
4
jM(W1, · · · ,Wi,WP )|W1→W1 =M(W1,+, · · · ,Wi,+,WP ) (3.11)
By writing this superamplitudes as linear combination of amplitudes, we can see that
the above result vanishes when i > 2. So only the term with i = 2 contributes to the first
sum of eq. (3.3). Similarly only term with i = n − 2 in the second sum contributes. As
a result for n > 4, only two terms have nonvanishing contribution, while for n = 4 only
one term contributes. Use this we can throw away many Hodges diagrams which will not
contribute to the split helicity amplitudes. This simplifies the computations significantly.
Two other useful relations are:∫
d4η˜1d
4η˜2η˜
4
1 η˜
4
2M(W1,W2,W) = M
++−(W1,W2,W )η˜
4
=
∫
d4η˜1d
4η˜2η˜
4
1 η˜
4
2M
+(W1,W2,W), (3.12)∫
d4ηn−1d
4ηnη
4
n−1η
4
nM(Zn−1,Zn,Z) = M
−−+(Z1, Z2, Z)η
4
=
∫
d4ηn−1d
4ηnη
4
n−1η
4
nM
−(Zn−1,Zn,Z),(3.13)
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where
M+(W1,W2,W) =
∫
d4|4ZeiW·Zsgn(W1IW2)sgn(W1 · Z)sgn(W2 · Z), (3.14)
M−(Zn−1,Zn,Z) =
∫
d4|4WeiZ·Wsgn(Zn−1IZn)sgn(Zn−1 · W)sgn(Zn · W), (3.15)
are given in [12]. The first lines of eq. (3.12) can be understood as follows: the integration
over η˜’s fix the helicity of W1 and W2, then the helicity of W is fixed to be −1 for the am-
plitude to be nonzero. The fact that, in eq. (3.14) (eq. (3.15)), only M+ (M−) contributes
can also be obtained from the “vanishing” identity in [12].
Figure 3: The contributing Hodges diagrams.
The above discussions lead to the following results for the amplitudes with n > 4
gluons:
M(W1,+; · · · ,Wq,+;Zq+1,−; · · · , Zn,−) =
∫
d4η˜1d
4ηn(η˜1)
4(ηn)
4
∫
[D3|4WPD
3|4ZP ]W1,Zn
(∫
d4η˜2(η˜2)
4M+(W1,W2,WP )
∫ q∏
j=i+1
d4η˜j(η˜j)
4
n−1∏
j=q+1
d4ηj(ηj)
4MR(ZP ,Wi+1, · · · ,Wq,Zq+1, · · · ,Zn) +
∫ q∏
j=2
d4η˜j(η˜j)
4
n−2∏
j=q+1
d4ηjη
4
jML(W1, · · · ,Wq,Zq+1, · · · ,Zn−2,WP )
∫
d4ηn−1η
4
n−1M
−(ZP ,Zn−1,Zn)
)
. (3.16)
The result can be expressed as in Fig. 3.
The BCFW relation in the super-twistor space treat the whole N = 4 multiplet once
at a time by using the on-shell N = 4 superspace. As we can see from the above, fixing
the helicities of the external gluon fixes the helicities of some internal particles in some
Hodges diagrams. This in turn fixes some helicities of other internal particles. The reason
is that as the BCFW relation for gluonic amplitudes in momentum space, the helicity of
WP and ZP should be opposite for each term in the expansion of the superamplitudes in
the right-hand-side of eq. (2.8). To see this, using eqs. (2.7, 2.10, 3.7), we can pick out the
integral over η and η˜ in M ,∫
d4ηd4η˜ exp[iaη · η˜]ML(η˜)MR(η). (3.17)
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If we consider the terms in ML whoseWP has helicity +1 (−1), then these terms will have
no η˜’s (four η˜’s). From the above equation, we can see that the terms in MR with no η’s
(four η’s) are picked out, which means that the helicity of ZP have to be −1 (+1). (This
result is also valid if we exchange (WP , η˜) and (ZP , η).)
2 We have seen that in the first
term of eq. (3.16), the helicity of WP is fixed by eq. (3.12) to be −1. Then the helicity of
ZP in this term is fixed to be +1, the same as the helicity of W2. This guarantees that we
can treat the remaining MR as a split helicity amplitude similar to the one we begin with
and we can still throw away many Hodges diagrams when we compute it using BCFW
rules as the first step. We have similar results for the second term in eq. (3.16).
Figure 4: Simplifying the left graph in Fig. 3 using various identities.
Figure 5: Simplifying the right graph in Fig. 3 using various identities.
Now we can use the Hodges diagram for three gluon amplitudes M±sym, sgn
2 = 1 and
“scrunch” identity in [12] to simplify the graphs in Fig. 3. The first graph is simplified as
Fig. 4, while the second graph is simplified to be Fig. 5. We can think Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 as
the simplified recursion relations in this special case.
3.2 A special case: split MHV amplitudes
Let us now have a close look at the split MHV amplitudes because they are the simplest
and later we will find that they will be one of the building blocks of the general split helicity
amplitudes. Let us consider the amplitudes
M(W1,+; · · · ,Wn−2,+;Zn−1,−;Zn,−). (3.18)
2Similar discussions also tell us if one of the two helicities of two nods linked by the wavy line is fixed,
the other will be automatically fixed to be the same.
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Figure 6: The split MHV amplitudes.
Figure 7: The triangles.
Using the arguments in previous section, we can perform the calculations as in Fig. 6. We
use the triangles with signs to represent −M±3 (Fig. 7), as in [20, 21]. Notice that in this
special case, at every step, we only have one diagram since the other one vanishes due to the
vanishing of the subamplitude M+···+−. Here we have also used the results for four-gluon
MHV amplitudes in [12].
Figure 8: The MHV domain.
From this result, we can see that the more natural choice ofW’s and Z’s is to choose Z’s
for all of the external gluons. We can draw the diagram as in Fig. 8. We find that the trian-
gles are combined into a MHV-domains [20, 21]. Similarly we can get the MHV (googly)-
domain, by changing all Z’s into W’s and all black nods into white nods.
– 9 –
Figure 9: A NMHV six-gluon amplitude.
3.3 Two non-MHV examples
The results for MHV and MHV amplitudes indicates that for split helicity amplitudes
a better choice is to choose Z’s for the positive helicity gluons and W’s for the negative
helicity gluons. Let us make this choice and compute, as examples, the six-gluon NMHV
amplitude A6(+++−−−) and seven-gluon NNMHV (while NMHV ) amplitude A7(++
+−−−−). The diagrammatic representation of the computations and the results are put
in Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 respectively. Notice that in Fig. 10, we meet another situation that
some triangles with + signs are combined into a domain. The helicities of the external
gluons in this domain is neither MHV or MHV . we call this domain type II+ domain.
Similarly we will meet type II− domain made up of triangles with − signs in the diagrams
for other amplitudes.
3.4 General Results
Now we can draw the diagrams for the generic split helicity amplitudes as in Fig 11 and
Fig. 12. In these diagrams, all domains besides the MHV or googly domains are type II
domains. We just use + or − to denote type II+ or type II− domains in these diagrams.
There is exactly one external gluon with positive (negative) helicity in type II+ (type II−)
domains 3. In our diagrams, all of the nods for the gluons are choose to be white (black)
for the type II+ (type II−) domains. We can simply express every diagram using zigzag
diagrams (Fig. 13). Totally we have four types of zigzag diagrams:
3The readers may wonder why we do not exchange the name for these two domains. The reason is that
the signs for the domains inherit from the ones of the triangles in the domains. We also treat a single
triangle as a special case of a type II domain.
– 10 –
Figure 10: A NNMHV seven-gluon amplitude.
1 = i0 < i1 < i2 < · · · < im = q − 1, n > j1 > j2 > · · · > jm > q + 1, (3.19)
1 = i0 < i1 < i2 < · · · < im−1 < q, n > j1 > j2 > · · · > jm = q + 2, (3.20)
1 < i1 < i2 < · · · < im < q, n = j0 > j1 > · · · > jm = q + 2, (3.21)
1 < i1 < i2 < · · · < im = q − 1, n = j0 > j1 > · · · > jm > q + 1. (3.22)
The final result for the split helicity gluonic amplitudes we want to compute is4:
M+···+−···−(Z1, · · · , Zq,Wq+1, · · · ,Wn) =
∫ ∏q
i=1 d
4ηi
∏n
j=q+1 d
4η˜j
M˜(Z1, · · · ,Zq,Wq+1, · · · ,Wn), (3.23)
where
M˜ =
∑
I
M˜I +
∑
II
M˜II +
∑
III
M˜III +
∑
IV
M˜IV . (3.24)
4We use M˜ to emphasis that we throw away many diagrams not contribute to the split helicity ampli-
tudes.
– 11 –
Figure 11: The diagrams for generic split helicity amplitudes: part I.
Figure 12: The diagrams for generic split helicity amplitudes: part II.
The summation is over the zigzags and
M˜I =
∫
d4|4W1 exp[iW1 · Z1]M˜
+(W1;Wj1 , · · · ,Wn)∫
d4|4Zj1 exp[iZj1 · Wj1 ]
∫
d4|4Z ′1 exp[iZ
′
1 · W1]M˜
−(Zj1 ;Z
′
1, · · · ,Zi1)∫
d4|4W ′j1 exp[iW
′
j1
· Zj1 ]
∫
d4|4Wi1 exp[iWi1 · Zi1 ]M˜
+(Wi1 ;Wj2 , · · · ,W
′
j1
)
– 12 –
Figure 13: The ziazag diagrams.
· · ·
∫
d4|4Z ′im−1 exp[iZim−1 · Wim−1 ]
∫
d4|4Zq+2 exp[iZq+2 · Wq+2]∫
d4|4Zq+1 exp[iZq+1 · Wq+1]M˜MHV (Zq+1,Zq+2;Z
′
im−1
, · · · ,Zq), (3.25)
M˜II =
∫
d4|4W1 exp[iW1 · Z1]M˜
+(W1;Wj1 , · · · ,Wn)
· · ·
∫
d4|4W ′jm exp[iW
′
jm · Zjm]
∫
d4|4Wq−1 exp[iWq−1 · Zq−1]∫
d4|4Wq exp[iWq · Zq]M˜MHV (Wq−1,Wq;Wq+1, · · · ,W
′
jm−1
), (3.26)
M˜III =
∫
d4|4Zn exp[iZn · Wn]M˜
−(Zn;Z1, · · · ,Zi1)∫
d4|4W ′n exp[iW
′
n · Zn]
∫
d4|4Wi1 exp[iWi1 · Zi1 ]M˜
+(Wi1 ;Wj1 , · · · ,Wn)
· · ·
∫
d4|4Z ′im exp[iZ
′
im
· Wim ]
∫
d4|4Zq+2 exp[iZq+2 · Wq+2]∫
d4|4Zq+1 exp[iZq+1 · Wq+1]M˜MHV (Zq+1,Zq+2;Z
′
im
, · · · ,Zq), (3.27)
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M˜IV =
∫
d4|4Zn exp[iZn · Wn]M˜
−(Zn;Z1, · · · ,Zi1)
· · ·
∫
d4|4W ′jm−1 exp[iW
′
jm−1
· Zjm−1 ]
∫
d4|4Zq−1 exp[iZq−1 · Wq−1]∫
d4|4Wq exp[iWq · Zq]M˜MHV (Wq−1,Wq;Wq+1 · · · ,W
′
jm−1
). (3.28)
Here the expressions for the type II domain are:
M˜+(Wj ;Wi,Wi+1, · · · ,Wl) = (−1)
l−i
l−1∏
k=i
M˜+(Wj ,Wk,Wk+1), (3.29)
M˜−(Zj ;Zi,Zi+1, · · · ,Zl) = (−1)
l−i
l−1∏
k=i
M˜−(Zj ,Zk,Zk+1). (3.30)
The expressions for MHV and MHV domains are:
M˜MHV (Zq+1,Zq+2;Zim , · · · ,Zq) = (−1)
q−im+1
q−1∏
k=im
M−(Zq+1,Zk,Zk+1)
× M−(Zq+1,Zq+2,Zim), (3.31)
M˜MHV (Wq−1,Wq;Wq+1, · · · ,Wjm) = (−1)
jm−q
jm−1∏
i=q+1
M+(Wq−1,Wq,Wjm)
× M+(Wq−1,Wq,Wjm), (3.32)
whereM−(Z1,Z2,Z3),M
+(W1,W2,W3) are given in eqs. (3.14, 3.15). The fact that all the
amplitudes are composed of the domains shows that all tree-level split helicity amplitudes
are triangulable.
We can see from these result that the most natural choices of W’s and Z’s for 1, q,
q+1, n are different in different terms. Similar phenomenon appears in the amplitudes for
gravitons in [12].
By using the ’triangle identity’ in [12], we can rewrite eqs. (3.14, 3.15) in a suitable
way and perform all of the Grassman integrations to get:
M(Z1,+; · · · ;Zq,+;Wq+1,−; · · · ;Wn,−) =
∑
I
MI+
∑
II
MII+
∑
III
MIII+
∑
IV
MIV . (3.33)
Here the summation is still over the zigzags. Now
MI =
∫
d4W1 exp[iW1 · Z1]M˜
+(W1,+;Wj1 ,−; · · · ;Wn,−)∫
d4Zj1 exp[iZj1 ·Wj1 ]
∫
d4Z ′1 exp[iZ
′
1 ·W1]M˜
−(Zj1 ,−;Z
′
1,+; · · · ;Zi1 ,+)∫
d4W ′j1 exp[iW
′
j1
· Zj1 ]
∫
d4Wi1 exp[iWi1 · Zi1 ]M˜
+(Wi1 ,+;Wj2 ,−; · · · ;W
′
j1
,−)
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· · ·
∫
d4Z ′im−1 exp[iZim−1 ·Wim−1 ]
∫
d4Zq+2 exp[iZq+2 ·Wq+2]∫
d4Zq+1 exp[iZq+1 ·Wq+1]M˜MHV (Z
′
im−1
,+; · · · ;Zq,+;Zq+1,−;Zq+2,−),(3.34)
MII =
∫
d4W1 exp[iW1 · Z1]M˜
+(W1,+;Wj1 ,−; · · · ;Wn,−)
· · ·
∫
d4W ′jm exp[iW
′
jm
· Zjm ]
∫
d4Wq−1 exp[iWq−1 · Zq−1]∫
d4Wq exp[iWq · Zq]M˜MHV (Wq−1,+;Wq,+;Wq+1,−; · · · ;W
′
jm−1
,−),(3.35)
MIII =
∫
d4Zn exp[iZn ·Wn]M˜
−(Zn,−;Z1,+; · · · , Zi1 ,+)∫
d4W ′n exp[iW
′
n · Zn]
∫
d4Wi1 exp[iWi1 · Zi1 ]M˜
+(Wi1 ,+;Wj1 ,−; · · · ,Wn,−)
· · ·
∫
d4Z ′im exp[iZ
′
im ·Wim ]
∫
d4Zq+2 exp[iZq+2 ·Wq+2]∫
d4Zq+1 exp[iZq+1 ·Wq+1]M˜MHV (Z
′
im ,+; · · · ;Zq,+;Zq+1,−;Zq+2,−), (3.36)
M˜IV =
∫
d4Zn exp[iZn ·Wn]M˜
−(Zn,−;Z1,+; · · · , Zi1 ,+)
· · ·
∫
d4W ′jm−1 exp[iW
′
jm−1
· Zjm−1 ]
∫
d4Zq−1 exp[iZq−1 ·Wq−1]∫
d4Wq exp[iWq · Zq]M˜MHV (Wq−1,+;Wq,+;Wq+1,−; · · · ;W
′
jm−1
,−).(3.37)
The express for the type II domains and MHV/MHV domains are:
M˜−(Zj ,−;Zi,+;Zi+1,+; · · · ;Zl,+) = (−1)
l−i
l−1∏
k=i
M˜−(Zj, Zk, Zk+1) (3.38)
M˜+(Wj ,+;Wi,−;Wi+1,−; · · · ;Wl,−) = (−1)
l−i
l−1∏
k=i
M˜+(Wj ,Wk,Wk+1), (3.39)
M˜MHV (Zim ,+; · · · ;Zq,+;Zq+1,−;Zq+2,−) = (−1)
q−imM˜−(Zq−1, Zq+1, Zq+2)
M˜−(Zq, Zq−1, Zq+1)
q−2∏
l=im
M˜−(Zl, Zl+1, Zq+2), (3.40)
M˜MHV (Wq−1,+;Wq,+;Wq+1,−; · · · ;Wjm ,−) = (−1)
jm−q+1M˜+(Wq,Wq+1,Wq+2)
M˜+(Wq−1,Wq,Wq+2)
jm−1∏
l=q+2
M(Wq−1,Wl,Wl+1) (3.41)
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The three gluon amplitudes can be computed using eq. (3.7) [11]:
M˜−(Zj , Zk, Zk+1)
=
∫
d4Wk exp(iWk · Zk)sgn(Wk · Zj)sgn(Wk · Zk+1)sgn(Zk+1IZj)
=
δ2(〈k + 1, j〉µk + 〈k, k + 1〉µj + 〈j, k〉µk+1)
〈j, k〉〈k, k + 1〉〈k + 1, j〉
. (3.42)
M˜+(Wj ,Wk,Wk+1)
=
∫
d4Zk+1 exp(iZk+1 ·Wk+1)sgn(Zk+1 ·Wk)sgn(Zk+1 ·Wj)sgn(WjIWk)
=
δ2([k + 1, j]µ˜k + [k, k + 1]µ˜j + [j, k]µ˜k+1)
[j, k][k, k + 1][k + 1, j]
(3.43)
4. The computations of six-gluon NMHV amplitudes
Figure 14: The Hodges diagrams obtained from Fig. 9.
Figure 15: The Hodges diagrams for 6-gluon NMHV amplitude obtained from [12].
As an example, now we compute the six-gluon split next-to-MHV (NMHV) amplitude
M(1+, 2+, 3+, 4−, 5−, 6−) and show that we reproduce the old result in momentum space.
The Hodges diagrams has been given in Fig. 9. We can expand these diagrams as in Fig. 14.
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Figure 16: The Hodges diagrams from the twistor transformation of Fig. 15.
In [12], Hodges diagrams for 6-gluon NMHV amplitudes are given. After performing parity
transformation, the diagrams are listed in Fig. 15. To compare with our diagrams, we
perform a further twistor space transformation as in Fig. 16. It is not hard to seen that
the two diagrams in Fig. 14 are the same as the first two diagrams in Fig. 16. We will
show in the following that diagram (III) in Fig. 16 will not contribute to this split NMHV
amplitude as expected from our general discussions (For this, it is enough to show that
the contribution from the third diagram in Fig. 15 vanishes). We will also show that the
first two diagrams in Fig. 15 will reproduce the momentum space results. This will in turn
confirm that our results give the correct momentum space results.
First we have the following Grassman integration:
M3+3−(W1, Z2,W3, Z4,W5, Z6) =
∫
d4η2d
4η˜5
M(W1,Z2,W3,Z4,W5,Z6)|η˜1=η˜3=η4=η6=0. (4.1)
From now on, unless otherwise claimed, we use the convention that small i takes odd
integer values 1, 3, 5 and capital J takes even integer value 2, 4, 6. The contribution from
diagram (III) in Fig. 15 is
∫
d4η2d
4η˜5[M
+(W1,Z2,W3)M4(W3,Z4,Z6,W1)M
−(Z4,W5,Z6)]|η˜1=η˜3=η4=η6=0. (4.2)
Now let us consider the integration over η2, noticing that Z2 only appears inM
+(W1,Z2,W3)
through the factors sgn(W1 ·Z2) and sgn(W3 ·Z2). But after imposing η˜1 = η˜3 = 0, η2’s do
not appear in these factors. So this integral vanishes and this diagram does not contribute
to the six-gluon split NMHV amplitudes as claimed.
Now we turn to consider the contribution from diagram (I) in Fig. 15 toM3+3−(Wi, ZJ),
which is∫
d4η2d
4η˜5[M
+(W3,Z4,W5)M4(W3,W5,Z6,Z2)M
−(W1,Z2,Z6)]|η˜1=η˜3=η4=η6=0. (4.3)
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We can see that after imposing η˜1 = η˜3 = η4 = η6 = 0, there will be no η2’s and η˜5’s in
M+(W3,Z4,W5) and M
−(W1,Z2,Z6). So the above equation equals to
M+(W3, Z4,W5)M
−(W1, Z2, Z6)
∫
d4η2d
4η˜5[M4(W3,W5,Z6,Z2)]|η˜1=η˜3=η4=η6=0. (4.4)
Now we use the link representation for M4(W,W,Z,Z) in [12] to get:
M4(W3,W5,Z6,Z2)] =
∫
dciJ
exp[iciJWi · ZJ ]
c36c52(c36c52 − c32c56)
, (4.5)
where i = 3, 5 and J = 6, 2. Then we have∫
d4η2d
4η˜5[M4(W3,W5,Z6,Z2)]|η˜1=η˜3=η4=η6=0 =
∫
dciJ
c352 exp[iciJWi · ZJ ]
c36(c36c52 − c32c56)
(4.6)
We also use the following link representation of three-gluon amplitudes:
M−(W1, Z2, Z6) = sgn(〈2, 6〉)
∫
dc12dc16
exp[i(c12W1 · Z2 + c16W1 · Z6)]
c12c16
, (4.7)
M+(W3, Z4,W5) = sgn([5, 3])
∫
dc34dc54
exp[i(c34W3 · Z4 + c16W3 · Z4)]
c34c54
. (4.8)
We conclude that the contribution from diagram (I) is
sgn(〈2, 6〉[5, 3])
∫ ∏
(i,J)=(odd, even)6=(1,4)
dciJ exp[iciJWi · ZJ ]
c352
c54c34c16c12c36(c52c36 − c56c32)
. (4.9)
Now to compute this amplitude in momentum space, we need to perform the following
transformation:
M3+3−(λi, λ˜i) =
∫ ∏
i odd
d2µ˜i exp[−iµ˜iλi]
∫ ∏
J even
d2µJ exp[−iµJ λ˜J ]
M3+3−(W1, Z2,W3, Z4,W5, Z6) (4.10)
Similar to the computations in [12], we get that the contribution from diagram (I) is:
M3+3−I (λi, λ˜i) =
〈6|(p1 + p2)|3]
3δ4(
∑
i λiλ˜i)
〈6, 1〉〈2, 1〉[3, 4][5, 4]〈2|(p6 + p1)|5](p6 + p1 + p2)2
. (4.11)
As to the contribution from diagram (II) in Fig. 15, after getting the link representation
as in eq. (4.9), we find that this can be obtained from eq. (4.9) by exchange 1 and 3, 4 and
6. Then this directly gives the results.
Finally we get the following results in the momentum space:
M(1+, 2+, 3+, 4−, 5−, 6−)
=
δ4(
∑
i λiλ˜i)
〈2|p3 + p4|5]
(
〈4|p2 + p3|1]
〈2, 3〉〈3, 4〉[5, 6][6, 1](p2 + p3 + p4)2
+
〈6|p4 + p5|3]
〈6, 1〉〈1, 2〉[3, 4][4, 5](p3 + p4 + p5)2
)
. (4.12)
This reproduce the correct momentum space results.
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5. Conclusion and Discussions
In this paper, we studied all tree-level split helicity amplitudes in ambi-twistor space in
details. Using Grassman integration, we threw away many diagrams which do not con-
tribute to these special helicity configurations. It is interesting to see whether the similar
simplification could happen in other cases. We also found a way to organize the remaining
diagrams. We found that all of these remaining diagrams could be divided into triangles
in a suitable way. Similar structure was found in [21, 20] for the tree-level amplitudes with
up to 15 external particles. Even though we only considered the amplitudes with fixed
helicity, our result gave strong support to the claim that all the tree-level amplitudes could
be triangulable[21, 20].
In our study, we found that the diagrams with non-vanishing contribution could be
classified into four kinds of zigzag pattern. These zigzag diagrams are reminiscent of the
similar diagram appeared in the momentum space results for the split helicity amplitudes
studied in [18]. We are curious to understand the relation between these two kinds of zigzag
diagrams. It is also interesting to study how the dual conformal covariance [19] of these
split helicity amplitudes is manifest in this framework.
In our computations of the six-gluon NMHV amplitude, the link representation [12] of
the amplitudes is quite helpful. We expect that the link representation will play a similar
role in the computations of more general amplitudes. We also hope that our study here
will be useful for the studies of all of the tree-level amplitudes in N = 4 super Yang-Mills,
and in N = 8 supergravity in ambitwistor space. These amplitudes in momentum space
were computed in [7] and [8]. Some studies on the amplitudes in twistor space have been
performed in [11].
We found that, opposite to our intuition based on the weight of the amplitudes under
the scaling ofW and Z, it is more convenient in the analysis to choose Z for almost all of the
positive helicity gluons and W for almost all of the negative helicity gluons for the general
split helicity amplitudes. However we also saw that in the practical computations of the
six-gluon split NMHV amplitude, it is more convenient to choose W’s and Z’s alternately
as in [12]. It is not clear if this is always the case. The advantage of our choice is that we
could easily determine the diagrams with non-vanishing contribution.
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